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A HISTORY OF DIABJ:l'ES MELLITUS
by
Gordon Barber B.Sc.
The :true origin ·of diabetes· must nec·esaarily remain a
well guarded secret of· nature,since there are no visible or
tangi·ble remains of the disease in the ore-served portions
of early-man. Unlike tuberculosfs,syphili-s,or arthritis the
evidences of which arevisible·1n the osseous rema-1.ns·:f'ound
by the archaeolog1sta and dated.prehistorically by them,or

11ke.ama.llpox,the. leeions of' whioh have been :found on the-skin
of Egyptian.•ummies,dj,abetic history is confined to the period

ot the written word.

(ff,(S"S),(11),(1)~

When the first gene

skipoed from .chrG!loeome to chromosome making the tendency to
diabete-a a reoese-ive character in tne human germ plaaa,we will
ne.-er know.

Or,nerha~s

it has allways been there. But,whether

or not it has allways been oresent in the constitution of
the humi:in race,orwhether it is a relatively recent acquisition, the fact remains thqt· at the nresent time diabetes
is one o·f the·1Dajor hea·lth oroblems of the ore·sent day. It
-is taking 1t..s increasing toll from all types and classes in-

discriminately.
The last. two and a halt decadea const-1tut.e.perhaps the
most interesting peri()ji .in the history of the disea·se for
within that period fell the epoch....making d.iecovery e>:f insulin
treatment for the. d1a.bet1ca. Such a development. would: havebeen of the h1ghe-st;:lnePest in connection with any disease;.

but 1t has a -oartioular signt1:1.cance beoa.\Hte· it is the only
~}~h

~

instance Ao fitr in-medicine of an ef'fica.1s1ous specific treatment for one- of the major ehronia dis-eases· charaeteristio of
later life-. The d1accwery -of insulin in 1922 by Banting assisted by Col11o,a b1ochemist,and its later oo~a!aiization

,,
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to the oublic at a nomwal figure,haTe"materia-lly iaproved
the

~ros9ect

of the diabetic. Yet;suror1-s1ng a• it may seem

detap-it• the mate--r1ai:ly 1mDroved progn015hf of· the· d1sea•e, its

death rate 1s not decreas.ing. In f'act it has been on· the increase•.The. anawer to this paradoxieal. queation. 1.s

tb.&·A~ailt

that lends interest to the latest chapter in the •torr of diabet.ea.
In 1911 diabetea•.aa guaged by the ataadard1zat1on of an.

nual death

ra~ee

at age& 1 - 74 ye-are and discounting deaths

fro• violence,accounted for only

l.~

of th&·de&ths and waa

&1.jcteenth in the rank· of caueee of. death.. In contrast to this
in the year· 1935 this disease accounted for

3~~d>f

the• deaths

and was eighth in rank;. Thus·, while other di·seasee such as
tubereulosfs in all forme-.

t7ph.oil.:~

feYer, lobar· oneumonia,

and acute nephritis have exhibit•d· a marked ·drop·

:in:

mortal-

ity rates, diabet·e1!hbae>advanced rapidly in the registers of
. mortalJ.:t.7 and ma7 be considered. as. one of the outstanding ·

heal.th 11robl.•a of the pre sent da7.• ( 51)
There are many facta and f'actors which are:-.:&f interest

in .the etu4J of

t~e

status of ·diabetes as a

~•.of

death

and· as a public health :proh-'1- at the pree-ent time. Dia.kt.es

is primarily a disease· of later lif'e for the rate of increase

varies cone1dersbly with age, in fact, from about five per
hundred·thou8a.nd at the age.of f'1ve yea-rsto over three hundred at·the age of·aeventy years. It is also shown·tha-t women

are-tbe chief victims of' the disease. Atiother class wb1ch·1s
markedly susceotible to the disease are the Hebrews_. Negroes
were f'or111eri1 believed to · be·:relat1valy immune to diabetes·
but t.im.e and improved .diagnostic teoknique combined with tree
heal.th serveoes to the underprivilaged hae ...:proved this un-
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true. For with 1'XP08Ure to cond1t1ons·of·urban·life a.nd baT•
1ng been sought out by the home missions group.a these people
have been found to be as susceptible to the disease as the ·
white race.
In the JO\IQS ·of all the susceptible classes. however.

there laa• been a stes.dy decline 1n the death rate and is of
especial significance- 'because 1t 1s due 1n a large measure to
the·· use- of inaulin;;·~r to the disitovery
.

or

insulin the death

..

.

-

rate of indiv1dUals under twenty-five years of age was moder•
ately

unward~·

This

de~11ne

aleo includes individuals in early

adult life. Among "l'.>ersons·oast forty:..r1ve y•ars, however,
there has been a distinct rise in death rate without exception
as to race or sex. ftl1B.r1se has'been .most marked.among women
espec1al.l.y or the :Negro rao.e. In whit.e nalea .of. the age group
forty-five to seventy-tour the death rate. varied little. prier
to. the. di.so.overy of insulin. but since .1ns.uJ.1n 1t has been
rising steadily at the rate of l.~ per year. -

The present trend of _diabetes mortai1ty in to seek a
leve-1. But this level is at a far h1ghff -plabe than that

which oreva1led at, say. twenty years ago. In the relatively
short soan of ten years (1924-1934) the rate 1ncreasett 25,C.
Yet even

~his

rise in the

advance is but the continuation of a broader

death.~

rate from this cause which began in· the_

first decade .of the twentieth c-entury and which has-only been
1nterupted at thr-ee points, fil, (l.) ln the late war years.

and. immediately following the war when 1t may have been in...
tl.uencedby the restrictions on the use.of' toodatuff's through
gove~ent.regula.tion

and high prices; (2) in the 1ears im-

mediately foliowing the introduction of insulin treatment;
and ('3) in the present oer1od of stability.

4

In summary to these f aots then, we may say that the
large increase in the d&abetes death rate in the past twent-yfiveyears has taken place in the face of two important

ad~

vanees·in the treatment of the disease, namely, undernutrit1on,~1ntroduced

by J. F. Allen 1n 1914, although it was an

accepted mode of treatment wi,th Guelpa of.Par1a in 1896 and
was suggested by Bouchsrdat fifty" years· nrior to that, an-d
insulin the general use of which qeganin 1922, a year after

its isolation by doctors Banting and Best. (5), (20), (7). The

benefits of these innovation-a in diabetic treatment· to the
diabetic patient ha.vebe:en marked and unmistakable. It must
be rea11zed,. therefor•• that the inc.rease ·in the death rate.

tram. the disease has :04citrred- ·in spite of importan.t improved treatment_.- The causea o,f·:_·.thia,rlse- in the recorded rate
.are -to l>e foµnd, first, in an actual increase in the crude

and the sta.ndard·1zed mortality due to the great change·s that
have taken place in the modern social milieu and, ae-cond, in·
an aoparent· 11'.lcrease arising out of the advanced medical

eci:en-ce and

in

the growth of medical faci11 ties which have

-

resulted in the mor-e frequent diagnosis of the disease.
What soeclfically may we find to be the cogs of the aoc1&1 machine which are moving to make these facts true• First

of all we have the population changes. Thie is probably the
most

!apart.an~-

factor of all. _in .. the increase of the crude

dea-th. rate.- These change$ have resul"t-ed in a marked increase

in certa·in groups in which the -di.aease most commonly occurs.
· -Otd,ef, among these, 1• the
~-..4-u-1ngreatest

and to the decline in t

rapidly. growing -proportion of older

m asue to the decrqsing birth rate
. mortality duri:ng the first half

of life. Another feature of change

sn~,ll)OwJ:&1U~an"'rtrilitehrmm:

-"--:
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a bear·ing on· the subject bas· been-- the shift frQm country
to city. Ia the

nl&~'J short,ap&n'.Of~about.. thir~y,year.s

""'have.become an urban population. And,. as may be pointed
.out, diabetes take·s its. largest toll among the city dwellers.
There··ms been too, a rapid growth in those foreign

r~ce

stooka Which are. particularly susce9tible to the disease,
·not11bly, th& Hebrews whose high mortality from diabetee is
well known-. Aa a r·eeult of these develooments, the_ population. susc91't111le to· diabetes has been growing ra9-idly. (44)
This Changing- uol'.nllat1oni more-over, has been subject to
two great social foroeswhich have a d!reet bearing on the
1na1denee·of diabetes. The first of these is the rao1d
extension in the use of mach1ne"Sdr1venby.mechanical power
· in every line of' human endeavor, - in the t ield,. 1n the

-

factory, in the office, and in .the home. The resu1t has. been
to make man more and more a tender of machines, and to reduce

enormousl-y the expenditure of hts own .energy in his work.
Koreover, ·it 1e s1gnlficant that the gtteateet use of machines
is in the .·factol'1·•B located in the urban center•· which conetitute the faeteat growing nart of our oooulation. However,

t~is.

mechanization has not been· limited strictly to

·the o1t1es and towns, for more and more machines· have· been·
introduced to the rural oouulat1on and these areas have come
to take on, in quite some measure, the aspect of the more
populated centers-. The other great aocial force 'lb 1oh is
more or leas a corol.lary of the f'1rst, has been the long
time rise in the standard of living of' our population. Thia
is a result of and. increase in real wage. 1'hich, during the
moet of the last three decades. progre-ssed at a rate unprec..:
edented in the history of our own, or any other country.

6
a people. we. have been able to command both

Consequently.. as

the necteas1ties and luxuries in.an abundance as never be:f'ore.
This change is

a1~t1cant

in that it has favored an over-

indulgenc• in food and drink,· if not absolutely, at leas·t
relatively in proportion to the energy requirements of large
numbers.of

neo~le.·Th~se-

outstanding forces bear directly on

the diabetes -problem becatt11te the disease-takes its greatest
toll maong·the overweight oers-on-s. Analysis of insurance
stastt-st1cs shows· that the subsequent·· diabetes· death rate
·am"On·g healthy ·over weight

men

who ware able to pass Life

Insur..ance examination and to take out insurance to be two
and one-haJ.f time that of average-weight men and four times
that of under weight men.
A.a has been mentioned be:f'ore, the improved
technique made

possi~le

diagnel.st~o

to the medical pro:f'esaion in relat""!

i vely recent times h·a s been a :f'actor or no mean proportion
in the increase of diabetes mortality in the stat1st1cian\s
f'igur&e. For the definite diagnosis of diabetes in the early
stages of the disease is based

of

the f1ndinge 1n the bio-

chemical laboratory. As a whole this laboratory technique
1e relatively modern, and the methods which make ooseible a
'diagnosis that . 1s both quick !}nd sure are relatively new.
The. essenti-al elements in the making of an early diagnosis
are the blood sugar lever a.nd the established presence of
s.ugar in the urine.
· The

method most ott-en used in this country for the det.er-

mina tton of blood sugar level from a small sample was f 1rst
evolved by Folin

and has been in general use sunce 1928.

The methods in use before that time were mo.- comnlicated and
envolved thus causing a predisposition to omit this essential

7
measure. The methods for the determination of sugar in the
urine are much older dating back, in fact, at least to ancient
Hindu medicine where the name gi'Yen the disease signified
" Honey Urine ". However, the qu4ntitative method we use now
was dis-covered 1n 1909. The laboratory diagnosis of diabetes
used to be made on· the basis of urine

findi~gs

only, but·meth-

ods of ruling out glucosur4a that was merely transient by

the giving of .measured amounts of glucose came into

gene~al

use only about 1920.
On

account of the ease with w;hich these prec·eedures may

be carried out their· use has expanded

enor~ously;

thus in

the medical examination of the sick, '1l alyeis of the urine
for

~mgar

and in fllUsn1ct\.ous- cases or· the blood has become

~

routine nroceedure. The advanc.ement of this '9?'&0tice haebeen favored by the increase in the number of laboratories
in the new and old ho-s·oitals and in the offices of nractitioners.

Kore~ver,

as the years have nassed a new generation

of physicians has come which'has.. been trsine-d in theee·new-

er teckniques and is imbued with their value and use. On
the other hand the pendulum may have swung too far in the other direction. and. often it. seems as though the clinical

story of the pati.ent were lost in an amassed array of laboratory data of academic interest only. This is particularly true of rur teaching institutions much to the befuddl6ment of the student who ie taught to put too much

depend~

ance on laboratory work that wtll not be available to him
when he is out in lJr&-etice.
Thus we see that'* not ')llly has that oortion of· ·our populati0n vii ioh is most suecent1ble
to diabetes
inoreae·ed
'··
.
.

greatly,- namely, older oeoole, particularly women, city

8

wellers, end certain foreign ra.oe stocks - and the conditions
of life changed in such a manner as to favor the develonment

or

the disease, but the ryroba.b1lity of its being detect-

ed is also increased, especially in the earlies stages of the

disease. It is not surprising, therefore, that the number
of persons known to be suffering from the

disease~·has

grown

a.pace and that the number of deaths charged to the disease
ha.s likewise grown.

The epoch making discovery of insulin during this same
period f'a.rther complicated the oicture. After the discovery
of insulin the t>l:)'inion orevailed generally tha1;. following
its use on a wide scale the death rate would decline oontinoualy. This view can only be based on the mists.ken idea.
that in"Sulin cures deabetes. It is, however, s1mo1y a. soeoific ipea.ns of treatment, wonderfully effective and valuable,
for a disease which is not yet curable by any known means,
but whiah can be controlled in such an excellent manner by
present methods of treatment, of 'il ich insulin is only one
aspect; tha.t, in most oases the patient can lead a nearly
normal life.
Thus, while insulin has been an enormous benefit to
diabetics, 1t could not in its role as a

spec1:f'ic:m~ans

of

treatment, and not a cure, be exoeated to check the rise in
iabetes mortality which is orimarily due to

th~

increasing

incidence of the disease. The truth. of thig observation is
oroved by stast1st1cal evidence which shows the imnrovements in the diabetic situation brought about by insulin.
The most striking oroof of the value of .insulin is its
success in oro1onging the life of diabetic children. As
we have

~n

diabetes is disease of later life primarily

9

and ia ·relatively unco21mon:: in children. When the disease
does occur at' younger ages•·fhowever, It is most severe.
prior to the discovery.of i s~lin, the di~ease in children
terminated fatally within a short time. (27) The hopeless
situation of the· diabetic

c~ild

of that time wae most graph-

ically described by Dr. Joefin vis, "
1

The ~a.rents

of diab-

-

eti·c children were oanic st iclten .and the doctor broken
hearted when they learned t e child had diabetes. one of the
most noted children's speci.lists in the United States wished that he might never havejto see another:41a•et1c child'
so sad was ·1t to see the child starve to death. The average
lif.e of the diabetic childr1» was surely less than a year
and that of the largest gro*p of diabe\ic children in the
I

world under c,.re:ful observation was UYder two years. Undernutri tion was the only mean

of prolonging life, and was

permitted by the despairing parents simply for

~pe

set

before them that someone wo ld discover something which
would save ·their · child. Now the death rate among chi ldr!iell has

fall~n to smal1 fraction of !what it was formerly.(25)
Anot·her· 1moregs1ve uro
decline in the deaths

f~om

·of the value of insulin is the
iabetic coma. Formerly these

deaths predominated but are now the exception. even in child-

~¥:;;

~·

hood where formerly deaths

rom come were most dreaded. The

improvemen·t in this aspeet

diabetes is most .clearly 111 ...

ustra.ted by the experience

Joslin twenty-five years ago,

one out· evwry two deaths am ng patients was due to coma. but
in the past five years the

roportion of such deaths has fall-

en to one in sixteen. Thus, 1n contrast to the increase in
the death rate from diabete , 1h e death rate g.t diabetes has
def1n1 tely i'1oroved.
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The oonsiderat1on·of these aforementioned factors.affecting the trend of diabetes mortality rates leads to the conolusion that· the crud• death rate from the disease may be
expeeted to continue upward for some time; probably until a
oeriod of·'no9ulation stabi14.zation is reached. This view
should not be considered. a uessimistie one. Altogether .the
outlook is favorable. I:f', desl:)ite these :f'a;cts a source of
alarm is seen in the· rising death rate from diabetes r•...
assurance may be gained from the presence in this country
of many hundreds of happy, active d1abet1e children, leading. normal. li.ves through the aid of insulin., whereas hardly
more than a decade ago -the diab•t1c child was doomed to ":
death after a few months of miserable existence.
In view of the place which

diabetes has gained.in the

annals of disease-a and because of the fact that even if the
present level

of

mortal! ty does not rise, more than

2~

of

the 'JO'OU1.ation will eventually acquire _the disease, diabetes
has been made an 1moorta.nt ryroblem in the field of oreventstive medicine. To a far greater extent than cancer of heart
disease, diabetes is amenable to certain .definite methods
of control by using the oresent knowledge of the development of the disease, and _its treatment.,

SJ

d its complica-

tions. The problem is two 1b ld. The first and most important
is prevention of the disease,;.' The other aspect is prolonging
the life of the diabletic patient. The prevention of the disease is largely a matter of education in matters of: detection o.f likely candidates for the

d1sea~e,

eugenics,m d, the

contributory factors likely to pre:bipitate the disease. (44)
If we paid as much attention to the

condition Qf our own

stock as we do to the breeding of our !llimals, diabetes and

11

all such like conditions

W>

uld soon be diseases of the past.

This is as yet, however, an affront to civilization

si

d

therefore '1moo1Jsible.
Increased longevity tind comfort for diabetics will evolve
from the action of -such.fo!'"'oee as: imnroved treatmei:it with
and the use or insulin through t'arther ;_research, orevention
of coma, diet, controlled exoercise, periodic checkups, tree
al~ics,

and such organizations as the V. N. A.

' prganiza.t1onof' medical
These programs of prevention and

facili.ties will, bring ·.diabetes under .some measure of control.. ThiL number of new caaee MJ be reduced to a miri1mum by bring-

ing· the ;attention:6f -~ta.· plllbltc: to' the.·'i'Ole that heredity ·mid
0

obesity play in the develo"Oment of the disease. On the.other
hand the life

or

the, diabet-io may be prolonged. by a wall round-

ed nrogram to cbdtbS:t the disee·se. Thie -progr&m

in

W1 ich

'!11.1YB1o1ans, 1'.)Ublio health worlters, · and oatients ean co-operate, will yield worth while results in securing early diagno'lis f'or the .diabetic and in keeping him a use'ful and »·· ·; ·: '- ··
h-.Jthy citizen quite unli•e that hopeless invalid - the diabetic or little more than two decades ago. (15),(44)
With this picture of the diabetes of today before us,
this picture which in all probability will be antiquated 1n
another few decades- by the discovery of the cause and cure
tor the disease, let us turn back tc;> our knowledge of the
e-arlieet beginnings of the disease. That it ie a dteeaee of
great antiquity there is no doubt, but as h_"s allready been
mentioned we must necessarily confine ite history to descr1otions '1J1n·d exnlanation found in ancient writtings. Many
times these do not give a. name to· the condition described
and the name must be

su~pl1ed

by us in the light or our pre-

12

sent knowledge. We eust fill 1n fe)r our

les·~

encl,owed ore•

ecessors, and yet, are we so far suuer1or to them in the heal-

ing art? True, we are scientists, exact in every det.11, and
knowing of all diagnoses-.· But also true·, is the f·act that our
hospital.a are full and Death is as yet seve-ral Jumps ahead of'

us. We aa1 be.aLli.ttl•. but not much, clour·to the final.
goal of uniyer.aal health a-nd happiness for all than-·were the

priests 1n the ancient temples of Aesculapius.

Egypt: The Papyrus Ebers, while it is the longest and
mo-st tam·ed of the Egyptian papyri ltl 1ch

de-al·-.-w1-t.h.'.~•»Jeots

.magical and medl·cal, is not a book in the true sen-•• of the
word but a m1ecellaneoue collection of extracts and jottings
from· at 1-east ·-forty ·different

so~ces.

It oonsiBts mainly of

a la;rge collect·1on of nrescr1utions for a· number of named
ailments, · EJ?•c1fy1ng the ns.mes of drug·s; the quantities of
eaatt•....,and· the method of administration. A few

s·ec~ions;

how-

.ever deal with diagnosis and synwtoaa, and here we· find . :· ·
aention of an abnormal polyur1a which is now belieted to

be diabetes. (SJ
Early

Gr~][:

H-1pp.ocratea atud.led human disease from ·an

objective standpoint, rec-ordi:ng case h1at.or1es and observing
.the ?at1ents

~toms

however .. that he did

as none- has &ver done- -before.; It seems,

not distinguish diabetes for· in his

writings there 1s· no el•arly def 1ned description of this .( Co)
disea-sei ·In the light of his -thoroughnns -and insight of

human a11.mentlf may· we the sesume that· -there ·was no diabetes
at this time? Thie hardly se1'1!1s likely, for·"there is a· much
m«:>re reasonable for the omission·. Hio-pocrates lived· during·
t.b.e reign of the·Pythagorean philosophy. This lineof reasoning stated, or had for ~ts precep.ts, that no attempt should

13
be na::de to cure ·a thoroughly incurable_ ·diseased system and so
.

afford a long and

misEf~able

.

lite to the man himeelf as well

as h:1s decendants. For Aes.culapius. did not think a man ought

to btt cured who. aou1d not live in the ordinary eour.se as. 1n
this case he would be ot no uae to himself or to the state.(}5)
It is understandable why Hippocrates, living 1n such -and atmosphere-- refrained :f'rom treating

an-:~1ncurable

disease ·and

probably why he neglected to mention diabetee, which to his
analytical mind would have cut a clear

pict~-e

hardly to have

been-overlooked.
Greece: Aretaeus, the

CaT)~odocian,

however-, living a :f'ew

years ls:ter(30-90 A.D.)did not accent the 8t)aratan Doctrine
of the Pythagorean Philosophy, but he believed that all life
should be prolonged· by the· use of medicine whenever possible

and that the physician should attend an incurable patient

even if he had only sympathy to offer. (35) This attitude
coming about "50A.D. was perhaps directly due to the .coming
o:f'

Ohr~stianity

with its doctrine of love and the brother-

hood of man. A.retaeus gav,e a good description of diabetes 1n
Which he remarks that- diabetes is a; wo-nderlul disease. being

a melting down d

the· r1•sh into urine. The disease; he eays

is of slow formationbut when fully formed is speedily fatal.His dt?scr11'ttonof the sym,,toms are striking, In fact it was·

he who coined the ...,,ord · lli-betes.1 which .means •to pass- through".
He 'called attent-icm to the fact that the disease is "'Often

associated wlth a-cute· 1ntect1ou..--d1seases but did not mention
t-he presene-e of

sugar in

the~ur1l'le.

(1)

Rome: Aul.us Oomelius Celsue (30 B.C-.-50 A•.D.) Wlile not
a prac'ticing physician was never· the less a very learned and

vers1tile gentleman. He wrote treatises on medicine as well

14
as on agriculture and other subjects. Greek medicine reached
Rome before the Christian era and Celsus. a Roman, translat.

ed the Greek medicine-of h•s day, writing an admirabl.e summary of the medicine and ·surgery of the Hippocratic and· Alexandrean

periode~2/Je l~ft

a good

d~sc:riotionof

diabetes which

was the one Aretaeus in a large measub:f adopted, claiming,however that patients af flieted ha.Ve

a discharge

Of urine great-

er than the amount of fluid taken in by mouth. While this
statement might be the subject of controversy now, it apoears to have been taken for its fa.ca value for 1800 years.(6)
India, China, and Japan: Hindu medical writings of the
sixth century refered to the

dlse~se

as .lladhumeha, or "honey

urine". (19) From the Sus.ruta,,;one. of the three leading texts
of Brahmi.n1cal medic1.ne,{f1fth century A.D.) we find that diabetes is a d1sease,of the rich and one that 1s brought about
by the overindulgence m·rio9, flour, and sugar. The order
of the disease is ushered 1n by the aopearanees of morbid
secretions· about the teeth, ears, no_se, and eyes. The hands
and

~eet

are very hot a.nd burning and the wurface <1 the_ skin

is shiny as if oil had been·- an., lied to it. This is aooompm ied ·by thirst and a. sweet taste in the mouth.-The different
varieties <f

the disease are distinguished f·rom each other by

the symptoms of deranged humors gnd the oolor of the urine.'
.If the disease ia pro_duced by phlegm insects approach the
urine; the person is. languid; he becomes fat, and there is
discharge of mucous f l'om the nose and throat with dyspeptic
symptoms and looseness of the skin. He is allways sleepy.
with cough and difficult breathing.
1. ·xn this disease th& urine is nearly of·· the natural
·color without any sediment:
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2. The urine is like the juioe .of the sugar cane in color
and

taste.

3. In this variety the urine becomes thiok after standing some time-.
4.·Tbe·'urine is o'f"wnite'color• it

1s~th1n·':and·our1r:above

and thick eelow. ·

5. At the
is erect

time- of. micturation, the hair over the bodly

and the

urine has a cot:>ious white oowder as if flour

had been mixed with 1t.

6.· In this variety· the urine is the. color ot semen which
sometimes appears mixed with it. In the chronic form this is
ineurab1e.

7. When the urine lets fall a hard and small deposit like
sand.r

.8. When there is a copious secretion of urine which is
sweetish sn-d- cold.

9. When there are frequent calls to make urine which is
discharged in.small amounts.
10.When the-urine is like mucilage and has long strings

of adhesive matter md:xed with it; it is cured by means or
astringent decoctions. (55)
This

is the diabetes melli-tus which was known to the

Hindus and its dangers fully a9pi:eciated before it was
known in Europe. ill the heredi tory and congenital forms
of

the disease are incurable; and if not properly treated

will terminate in sweet urine which is inourable. (£)
'From the conditions of the urine described and the conclusion dram that if oro ner treatment is not ordered, the
fatgl swee·t urine will a'O'Oear, 1t woul·d seem that infectious
1'i'oee1n4es · onsent were

1~tC'ttnreted

as nrodromal symotoms
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or the disease. And thes•····in'pattents with a tendency toward
diabetes would rapidly 1'.)recioitate·the disean·and:bring about
·death. This would indeed comolicate the classification of the
disease.

Among the Chinese md Japanese, while their oldest eo1tome of medicine was compiled about 2637 B.C., the first attempt at scient1t1c medicine. it it may be.dignified by that
ll&m•.-

is recorded about 229.A..:O.

-~bf

Cha.ng-.ke.

At:~at.

time they

w.ro,t;e:,.t.ha.t the urine of d1abetes was very large in amount

an~

was so. sweet· ,that it attracted dogs, and in the description

ot th& disease th•y noted the furunculosis.(55)
Arabia: Razes (860...932) an Arabian physician lived during
the golden age of Arabian medicine. Unto him came the honQr
of d1rec1iorsh1o·of thehoeo1tal of Bagdad.; He developed.into
the chlef clinician of the Arabian schoo·l,- his material being
so extensive that in recommending a t.reatment·for sc'iatioa,
he

was able··to say that he had seen this method- -tried suc-

cessfully on a thousand patients.(42).He made brief comment

on

diabetes.(~)

Avicenna (960-1027) prince of the phys1.c1ans JJae. the great
Arabi.an physician. of his day. He was immenentlJ aucoesstul

as a court attendant and Vizier to several Caliphs. He died
in the prime o·f life from drinking too deeply of its pleasures
and vices. tet it be said to his great credit, however, that
he worked as hard as he o-layed. He· is said to have written
overahundred different article-a on diffe-rent subjects and
his Oanon

"V&S

an attemnt to codify the whole of the ·med.teal

lmoa-ledge, much as we do the modern systems·

or

enoycl-opoedias

of the .,resent t1111e ~ Ji• was undoubtedly a great clinical
genius and a great medical writter.
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He observed that diabetes may be l)rimary or seconda:ry to
·another disease. In this he follows th-e·teaching of Aretaeua.
He obaerved that diabetic patients have a great thirst, nervous exhaustion, an inability to work and a loss of sex function.· He believed· that in diabetes the liver was affected, probabl.y because be saw soae case.a of bronze diabetes with enlarged livers. He observed that carbuncles and phthais are frequent complications. He described-diabetic gangrene and, finally, 1t was his opinion that no treatment wae effective. One
may well ask what are the clinical features of the disease,
as we know it today that ·Avicenna did not describe. He did
· not, however, mention the

~weetne•s·

of the· urine. (12)

Unburdened by·'trad1t1...,n, fresh from- nature obeerv1'tion,
ancient Greec-e erected the

strua~11re

of sci·enti:f'ic medicine.'

lluch of this structure stands tod&J'j· but with the passing of
time Western culture became st.C' 1.1.e of any new thought .or ideas
a.Di

t.o the Arabians ,wa-a thrown the t-orch of the medical know..

ledge banded down from the Greeks. 'Eb•Y f a1thtu_lly held the
ligp.t. but added no feul t<> the flame .• and, as time passed.
a new fou'1dat1on was needed - the foundation of anatomy .and
ohysiology. lled1eya119m could not build this foundation ,
because the mater !ale were lacking.
bet'lll'een·th~

The·

alleged differences

three· great Semetic·religon,e

st~1ned

continents

with blood but ehrank '!lfith equarhorror 1'rom-· the anatomists
lmlfe. All united in the belief

tm t .whoever touches a

aver is guilty of sin, and medicine
':f~.t:{

1/i

rema1ne~

cad~

without a true

ta s1s for centuries. Hence Arabian medicine could not endure

and under accumulating knowledge-it collapsed como.J.etely. Had
the Koran.not forbidden dissection. the gifted Arab.1ans would
not have been mere copyists of the Greeks. Had Rh.azes, the
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most gifted member of the Arabian school, been permitted to
explore the human body he would not have said,"If Galen and
Aristotle are of one mind on a subject, then of course their
opinion is the right one. When they differ, how•ver, it ia
extremely difficult to know the truth." This is the tragedy
of Arabian medicine.(42)
While the Arabians were raiding the West f'or authentic
Greek amnuscr1-p·t-s and the

~ro'!)eans

were raiding the ·far

East for religious relics and Euroue was in the gloom of the
Dark Agee, medicine m·ade no orogress. With the oaseing of
Galen at 'the end of the second.century the

thr~ad·

, al medicine snapped and the science of antiquity

of ration-

~had

·run:its

course •.. lledicine then spun a .ghostly loom and a strange mysticismcan e over men bringing'with it. an adoration of odd numbers and dirt and dung :f.rom wagon ruts to cure the. colic.
Classics which should have been

immorta~ perished~

while the

rubbish of Serenus Bammonicus, the author of' the ABRACADABRA
survived, for its formuias'were
.

re~ted

in countless incant.

.

ations, ari'd the eiak were the magic word. we have no new
word of diabetes during all the Middle Ages. ('"t ~
The next mention of diabetes came after the dawn of the
Rena~seance

when

Euro~ean

medicine dast off its shroud ·and

reawoke. Sylvanus, or Jacobus,Sylvius, (1478-1555) was the
first to reopen the question• He was a staunch exponent of
Galen and went so far in his defence as to be absurd. For
instance, when Galen had said that our thigh bo nes are cur-.
ved, m d a cursory glance revealed that our thigh bones are
straight, Servius still asserted that they are curved in a
state of nature, and that their straightness was due to the
narrow trousers whioh men wore. (42) Sylv1us bel if)ved that
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diabetes was a disease of the blood, and although there is no
mention of it,~1t wou~d be a safe surmissal that this was
al so ,the oo1n1on of Galen. (7)

Aureolue Phillioue Theophra.stus Pa.raeelsus Bonibastus von
Hohenheim (1493-1541) was the great censor of all times.
While acting a~ 'Professor at the University of Basel, oneday in tm preseno.e of his class, he nlaced some suluhur in a
bra~ier1 set fire to it and cast 1n the sacred volumes of

Gal"Em, Avicenna, Averroes ani ~ther medical masters. "Follow
· me" ,he cried, "not I you, foll<!>w me! 11 He .denied. the four humors
of the o_ld fl thology which dat•d back to Hippocrates of Cos.
He asserted bombast1oa1Ly that i these humaors did not exist
and he tried, mid successfully. often, to. discre.dit many o-6
.

'

the medical ideas of his day. !Je was learned in chemistry
and evaporated a liter or diab$.tic urine '!nd recovered four
ounces of "salt" 1'h ieh he said :made the kidney thirsty and
caused

~he ~oiyuria~(48)

Carda.no,

!.:l'l

other d~ubter, (1505-1576·1 not accenting the

dictum of greatet outout than tluid intake, comry11ed a table
in

~hich

he recorded the liquid intake and theuninary out-

put of his dia.betic

".la tients.

,6)

Thomas Willis (1621-1675) ~he leading exponent of chemistry was noted for hfs close dlinical observations. He
claimed that
diabetes was
.
and that the sugar first

prim~rily
'

appea~ed

a disease

in tie

or ta.

blood

blood and then later

in the urine. He made -the best 'qual1tat 1ve examination of the
blood ooesible at the time and noted its ·sweetish taste. He
thus established the ba.ei~ ori~ciple for the diagnosis between
diabetes melli tus and the insiQid form al though he was not
the first to note the sweetness or the ur1ne.(19)
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Brunner (1682) discovered that removal o-4" the pqncreas
in dogs nroduce!=! a r:>olyd11'.>sia

am

ooly uria in the animals.

But he aryryarently did not realize the significance of his
findings. or know that the organ had a digestive function. The
1nteroretation '1f his results had to wait for nearly twohundred years more to oass. How much ahead of ourselves would
·we be in our han41ng of diabetes had Brunner established the
p11r1.creas as the etiologic organ of the disease at that time.(32)
For the next .cErl tury attention focused on tl::s urine of
diabetics and its examination. Robert Wyatt in 1774 claimed
the presence of a sugar like substance in the blood and in the
urine and recovered it from the urine by evaporation. Dobson,
(1776) claimed that tre sugar oresent is one that ferments.
Johann Peter (1745-1821) defined diabetes 1nsiD1dus as diabetes without glucosuria. Crawley in 1788 for the first time
diagnosed diabetes by demonstration of sugar in the urine. He
also observed that diabetes may result from injury to the
pancreas such as occurred in a case in which at post mortem
L_

he found a oanoreatLo calculus. (7)

Rollo 1n 1796, an Englishman, should be credited with having laid the foundation fo.r treatment by restricting the diet.
This wae the beginning of the period of Empiric Treatment.
He also described a patient twenty-five years old with the

odor of decaying apnles on his breath and denied the outout greater than intake controversy.(13)
Vore work was done on the urine. Latham, in 1811, farther
differentiated diabeteei mellitue from diabetes isi1'1dus.
Cheveul(l815) identified the sugar ae graoe sugar, and Eberle
in 1831 observed that, "The diabetic urine enters very slowly into the outrifactive decomposition, but oasses readily
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into aeetous or vinous f ermentstion. (19)

l'"'

Then c11me Boucha.rdat (1806-1886) with whom the modern
view point of d1 abetes begins. We may really say that in ·the
last sixty years more has been accomplished

in the study of

d1 abet es than in all the preceeding 1850 years. Hi·s work was

truly remarkable. Ha used the fermentation test. the polaro.
so.ope and copper solutions for the detection of sugar. In the
treatment of diabetes he urged the use of fresh fats.as a substitute for carbohydrates, the avoidance of milk becacuse of
lactose.., and the use of alcohol as food. He invented gluten
bread, ·stressed the advantages of using green vegetables, 1ns1tiuted fast daye, and stressed the advantages of undernutrit 1on. He ureetcribed excercise for the diabetic and administration of alkalies. He called attention to the fact that during the seige of Paris, when food was scarce, glucosuria disappeared in diabetic oarients, just as it did in Germany eighty
years later during the World War. (6)
From the time of Avicenna to Bouchardat is some eight
hundred years. The former gave us the best description of the
disease to his day, and the latter laid down the most rational treatment up to hie day. Both were empiric. but they marked great stridee over preceeding periods.
The necessary stens for orogress to continue in this work
is the study of metabolism. But. before entering uuon a diseusaion of metabolism end its relation to diabetes, let us
recall the names of' a fe·N of those who oaved the ·way: Galen,
Servitus, Columbo, Cesa.11'.)inus,

SarTJi~

and best known of all,

Harvey, the great crystalizer of all knowledge pertaining to
(.1.f

not actually the real discoverer of )the circulation of the

blood • Hemmeter credits the lesser circulation to Servitus
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in 1546 and the discovery of the greater to Cesalpinue in
1569. Harvey_• a description came in 1628, and although Harvey is generally eo.mceded by the.English speaking-world to
be the discoverer ot -the circulat.ion of the blQod, it is ,;
said that he was sorely perplexed because he could not underst&nd the 9urposee of the blood,$•. rapid flow throughout the
bod7. (22)

Two hundred years elapsed between the time of Harvey and
that of priestly and Lavoisier. Priestl7 discov&red oxygen
and Lavoisier made the first "Basal Metabolism" estimation.
He discovered that tb9 "B.11.R." is incresed by

food,~.,work,

am cold.118) When we reali•e -tm. t .the knowledge of metabolism is the first essential in the· study and true understm ding of dnbetes, the import&nce of the place which

I.av-

o1s1er holds in the history ot the disease is clearly defined.
One is saddened at the thought of how littl.e the ·world abo\Jt
him appreciated him. Says Lusk, "To the darkne.ss of the History of the. time (the days of the French Revolution) belongs
the.fact that Iavoiaier, begging for only two more weeks of
life, in. order to complete. some e-xper1ments was- denied· these
fourteen· days and was guillot1ned, thereby becoming one:,o:r
t~

greatest sacrifice8 to the insensate fury of hie age. "(31)
!4vo1s1er (1743-1804) proved that oxygen and not n1tro.-

gen. is

essent-~al

for reso1ra1.1on and that animal respiration

is a procea,e- of oxidation. He showed that when plants burned,
00-2- and H20 were the resulting products." Animal and man,
11.ke

. '

~burning.piece

of wood absorbe.a oxygen and eliminates

carbon dioxide~" Lavo1.s1er actually laid down the foudat1on
for present day phy.siol.ogic chemistr:r to rest upon. (18)
.The ea.rl7 work of Pettenkofer and

~voi t,

Lehman, Ebste1n,
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Leo. Jlagnu.s-Levy • Kaufman. Van NOOrden and many others ell
indicate. that the caloric "need of the diabetic is equal to
that of a normal man. And. 1f there is any abnormal deviation

,..

.

at all it is on the elde of great•r than normal basal m&ta...
bo-ldsm. Ordinar1lyoxygen·c-onsumpt1on, carbon dioxide eliminat!on. md heat
diabetic. (

pro~uct1on

are normal or above normal in the

P8)

Hirschfeld 1n 1895 showed that the absence·

or

carbohydrate

from· the metabo-lin is the cauS-ative factor in a·c1do-s1s.
Pette.r in 1875 discovered acetone in di.abet.le urine.
Kauliclt distilled seven hundred pounds-of diabetic urine
and pu.rifie~f enough acetone to identify it by elem•ntary

anal.J.s1.a.
Kussmaul noted aoetonur1a in 1874.

Stadelman in 18..,3. a p\lp11 of Naunyn. disco.vered b-oxybutyri-o acid and reeognized that diabetic coma was the resuly

of the aceumulation·

of

excess acids.

Minowski elabQrated and confirmed Stadelman's work.
Kraus, Naunyn.: Magnus-Levy. Leoine, Saundly. Will1aason.
Von Mehring, Van N!oorden, and msny others have studied the
d1 sturbed ·metaboli:s• of diabetes and given us most of the

knowledge we now oossea. · In fa.at, it is interesting to not•
that s:>me unsettled questions in the early days are still
unae.UJ..ed

queat1o~

toda7.(6)

I

While tbe

wor~

.on metabolism was Qovering great strides.

men studying diabetes along other lines were adding other

plaque;s which will; evm tually fill ottt the Whole mosaic. Von
Stosch in 1828
_claiming that.

pr~otmded

tm

the neuroge&1c theory of diabetes.

disease was

or cerebral origin. (6) While

this is a more elaiborate theory. it is not much more practical
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than, if as near the truth aotually, as Paracelsus' theory of
I

a salty thirsty Hdney.

I

Addison and· Sir William Gull (1851) described xm thoma
diabeticum. Herman von Fehling develo'Oed the we-11 known
tes~ for

sugar in 1848. Brucke and· Bence· Jon1Js (1875) demon..

strated the t:resence· ·of sm 11 amount-s of sugar in

tm

urine

of· norma·l !>•rsons. This was verified by Pavy and desoribed by
him in the Croonian Lecttres in 1878. (18)
At the same time• Cl.aude Bernard, famous a d idolized in
tlll~minds. ~f,. al 1

phys1olog1sta,r, for his nany <:r 1g.1m.i exper-

1men ta, demonstrated sugar in tht blood taken from tl9

right

heart. He troduoed much confusion a.stai the etiol.ogy of the

;'.~

disease ·when he produced glucosuria by puncturing the floor

of the fourth ventricle causing "pique diabetes". Tha reason
fo-r this is as yet not entirely sat1sfac.tor1ly

e~lained.

He showed tha-t in diabetee there 18 orhnarily an excess Blgar

in

th~

blood an"d after th'-t in the' -·urine. In this he was

ant1c1'.)ated by Wyatt

~d

Dobson. He was the. first to study the

glycogenio f'uncti on of the liver and after 1solat1ng glyco•
gen he aid," It· is the internal secretion of the liver". As
early as 1856 he .made import.ant studiea of the

panerea~io

Juice parta1n1ng to the emulsification of fats. their passage t.hrough th !ntestines, and po.wer of converting stuch
to sugar. But.., l.1ke Brunner. he pa seed this gland ov.. at
this point delay1ng our history again. Again and again we
are brought up to the cliamax as we now lmow it to be and are
left lite-rally sitting on the edges of our chairs in anticinat1on only to b!ve the screen go blank. :!lie·"(Jo.ds''Cf'; ·,med1cine,·a-s well as those of lesser Arts grind slowly. Even
at this time,Berra.rd. the industrious, was doing accurate
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blood sugar determinationB on some of his oatients.(17)
PaV'J (1829-1911) devoted twenty:..yea.rs to hard work on
this disease. After.making simultaneous blood and urinary
sugar det_erminations, he came to the conclusion that there is
a definite relat!\onship between the degree of hyperglycemia
and g,l.ucosuria. -This was later ver 1f:1e d by Van Noor den. Pavy
believed tl:Bt suga_r was not . made and was usually not stored
in the liver. Pavy insisted that by dietaty 1'J&nagem.ent_ alone
the urine will become sugar free an:l health restored, even
if at a future date the glucosuria might return. Diabetes, he
said, is a progressive disease, the underlying pathologic
conditions making gradual advancement. He compared the course
of thl d1 sease to that of' locomotor ataxia. in so much as there
are qu!:e:t oer1ods alternating with ueriods of orogress, and
believed by strict dieting the 11fe of the natient would ultimately be prolonged. (39), (40)
Trousseau was the first to distinguish bronze dabetes.
His description reads:" There was almost a bronzed appearance
of the eoim.tenance and blackish color of the penis. Aut.opsy
showed a .cirrhotic liver of .almost two times normal size. {49)
Van NOOrden believed.that both the thyroid and the liver
played an important part.

He made observations on the metab-

olism in the dieease, anticioa ting many present day workers
on metabolism in the disease. {47),(56)
Naunyn devoted almost his whole life to a study of metabolism in diabetes, diseases of the liver and of the nancreas.
He is the first to emoloy the term acidosis to disignate abnormal collection of acids in the body. Although fcrmation of
acids goes on in normal health as a physiologic process,
certain metabolic disturbances produce abnormal acids such
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as uric, oxalic, and oxybutyric wh1cho:x1d1zeto-d1aoet1c
acid from Which acetone 1s formed. Naunyn ·says, "By di.acetic
acidosis I mean the formation of b.a-oxybutyr1c acid in· the
process of •met.aboliam. Acetonuria and d1aoetur1a are part ot
ac1doa1a for .both aubatances. originate from oxybutyric".
Natmyn believed that regardless of .the. pathologic condUi>ne

or metabolic changes in the individual patient , hereditary
tendency in the di. seas, the diabetic aplage, 1s- ·a most import-

ant factor and dimonstra.ble in 3~ of his cases. He.account..
ed for three forms of the disease: diabetes of· the young, of

the aged, and organic diabetes, this including those

gro~s

associated with disease of the ta ncreas, liver, thyroid, and

disease of the nervous system. "D1sease19-

or

the ryancrea.a,"he

sa7e, "have only 1n rare 1nsta.ne•s been determined with cet.a1nty the ca:·)use of ,diabetes. Thea• afflictions

pancreatic·~

oalcul1, cirrhosis, neoplaus, and eye.ta" ._(36)
Aft.er Baun.111 opened the forum on 'the problem of ~cidosis,

as is usually the case, his tellowr:oont.emporariea prooeeded
to put. his ideas to the acid test. In contrad1stinct1onto
.
' • idea of the f orma t·ion of acetone and 41acet1o acid
Naur&J"s.

'

from oxybutyrio acid, Shaffer says," The first formed of
the, acetone bodies 1e -probably acetoaoetio acid, which if

it accumulates in the body, is in ll!!rt deoomposed into aceton•

carbon· dioxide, and in us.rt reduced to hydroxy butyric acid".
(45)
Says Magnus .. Levy," Acetone bodies are always elimina.t·ed

when carbohydrates are lacking in the organism of •hen they

they are not used in the normal. way_ Under these conditions,
indeed,. the oxidation of . protie.n.a and fata will def1o1-ent
and oxybut7r1c acid will appear in the urine. Acidosis does,
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not only, and I repeat it again and again, or perhaps not
at all depend of the formation .of acids, but also, and
par haps exclua1vely upon their combustionlt. (33}
SUgar is tht most

coabua~bl.e

product conaummed 1n the

o·rgan1am. Wb.en: sugar ia not burned totcal -oeaoustion 1a .lessened and thos• &the,r prodl»t& whieh should by oxidized

•im-

u 1 taneous·1y accump;1ate unburne4., Thus aa1s Roeenfeldw • Fat.:s
burn in· the· flmae ·of' carbohydrates",- and it still echoes-

1n the lecture rooms;. Van· Noorden considers acetone a by
product

or prot1en ·metabolism. (37)

The greater '!'&rt of· the acetone bod.1e-s,. however; have

tatty ao1ds. as th1er immediate pr•curaor·a·;, Oarbohydra-t• c·om...
buation is the pr1mar7 oxidation, and prot.1en and fat com.
buat1on is the .aecondary cOJRbua.t.ion. Magn.ue.-Levy does not

agree- with this b\tt ·thinks that total oxidation is a single

proc.•••· (,., )
Bes1nn1ng w1 th Priestly and Lavo1 a1er who laid the f oundation for the stul-y of meta:bolism and the work of Petterwho d1a-coveNd acetone, and Stad•lman mo di·soo.e'Nd' b••xybutyr1c ·ac1d, Nauyn, Magnus-Levy and Van Noorden·wl\ose laboratory and ·cl mi-cal re-search firmly e-1!ltablished ·moet of ow
l)?'eS&nt ·day ideas, we have at last arrived at a sat1sta.otory

working knowlet!ge-

f1

the disease. ~· 4>)

Aa b1oohemical dis turbandes c-.- to be understood more
and

more, .treatment of. the .disease wu gradually eatabl1ahed

on a firmer. basil• •. Discovery of ac1doais brought :ro:rth

alkali

therap7. While .today we view- this as a mixed blessing, it no

·

doubt. waa a necessary step 1n the evolution of a more complete
undera.tan41ng of the d1aeaae.

( \o)

Fate arid fatty acids associated with improper oxidation
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led to the restriction of these substances in the diet.
Protiene, anather source of keytosie were also restricted, m d
th_e neeelt8·1ty for carbohydrate restriction was long known.(6)
Noon• oerhaps ha'S stated as clearly as Naunyn, writing
three decades ago, the or1nc1ples which a.re today ao"'>lioable
in the treatment of diabetes. He advocates, first. of all,
oroohylaotic treatment, oart1cularly dietetic, in those who
have an hered1 tary tendency and further advocates the f.ollow1ng:
1. The alpha and omega 1n the care of diabetics is d1et-

et1e treat•ent, .not drugs.
2. It must be .known that diabetic glucosuria.. increases

with time while the toeranoe of the patient decreaa•••

3. Whe-n the d1abet1o is fre• from sugar hia toleranee
increases. Therefore, the aim 11J to render the oat1ent sugar
free and to keep him aglycosurie.

4. Limitation df the entire diet with resulting disen ...
oumbrance of the entire metabolism brings about a favorable
result.

5. Reduction. of carbohydrates and orot1ens for removal
of glycosur la..
6~_ SUglr producing foods are carbohydrates and protiena.

7. lie should. det..-mine

the exact quantitative and qual-

1 tat1v.e diet for each diabetic patient. coming under our eare •

.a.

Patients get alorig well on thirty to thirty-rive

cal-ories PEr kilogram of body weight.
i

9. Sugar production :from fat does not play euchran im•
portant part as to influence the diabetic glucosur1a to any
extent.
10.For this reason, and because of its high caloric value
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fat 1s themost valuable :food substance for the diabetia.(36)
How muoh more,

~may

-

we qsk ourselves, is the student taught,

or how much more do91!the ryhysieian abreast of the times know,
, which carries them beyond th.le· deoalouge of· diabetic science?
At this time let us r:ay tribute to the names of Avicenna,
Bouchardat, and Na.unyn as great teachers. Their descriptions
of the disease and treatmen.ts they reaommended s.tand out
boldly in the history of the disease •
. · Van Noordent.in 1895 advoaa ted the oatmeal diet. The bene...
fits ebtained. were mainly due to the faat that the total caloric value and th! protien content of the diet were lowered '·
(6)

Guelpa in Paris in 1896, began the treatment d
with periodical

fa~t

diabetes

days, although Bouohardat had thus adv-

ised fifty years prior to this time. Guelpa -adnnc•d this as
a method of detoxiaating the ..,atient. Re

dedt~nstrated

that

by fasting and saline laxatives the m tient is made sugar
free in u-sually three days. (20) He finally convinced the
·most skeptical ones attound him but his contemporaries were
slow to adopt new ideas. Fasting was even more slowly adopted
1n America because at th is time Benedict, Mendel. and others
were claiming .that fasting would 1ncreaee keytoais, thus
inviting coma, and therefore, it was dangerous. (29)
An American, Woodyatt, in 1909 wrote of sem1-sta"at1on

for per 1ods of from one to five days in the treatment of diabetes. Allen and Joslin further developed the fasting treatment. Allen in 1913, . alt, well as, at the nresent time holds
the view thqt di!ibetee ia a disease of the tot al metabolism
and not of carbohydrate alone·. (28).
Let us now consider the rancreas as related to diabetes.
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For through the 'study of this organ the ma! t recent· 1mnortant

orogress~has.been

made in the han-dl1ng of the disease.

Various· and· multir,>le have been- the causes sugge·sted for diabetes. A resume

or

the earliest history gives the follow1Dg

ideas as to the. etiology: specific po!$0!1• ;rflla1nder at

~n

acute disease. c&ld and wet temperature and 11ttie resistance power of the surface arteries. drinking large quantities

ot water,>'and sexual. excesses. Aretaeus believed it to be
a form

or

dropay; Galenus, and later, Paracelsus, pronounc-

ed the kidneys at fault, md Avicenna found the fault in the
liver. The first antion of the ta:ncreas mde by anyone working along these lines wiisby Brunner in 1682. He removed the
uancraas from fogs and uroduoed a uolydipsia and uolyur1a,

but failed to 1nteroret them.(16),(21)
Cowley 1n''l788 observed that diabetes may result from
injury to the '!)itncreas·such as occurred when at the autopsy
of one of his patients he found a ·stone in the pancreas. This
fact was also overlooked in the annals of the disease.(10)
Langerhans (186.9) described .the islets in pancreatic
tissue, and Oantanni held the view that atrophic changes in
the pan.creas were brought about by diabetes and that they
were not to- be considered as the oause df the disease. (9)

Lancr ieux sn d Lapiere, 'Paris, ( 1877) claimed that there
w~ e

atronhy of t ls a ncreas in d abet es. llehring and M1nowsk1

in Germany showed that na.ncreattotomy caused hynerglyce•ia,
glucostiria snd finally death.(51)
VesEJale in ·.1889, ligated the common duct of Wirsung,
noted that atrophy of th9 ac1nous tissue resulted, that no
changes in the islets occurred, and that glucosuria was not
produced. Therfore, he argued, the function of the islets
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was apart

fr~

that or the acinous tissue. (6)

Lepine in ie92 believed that in diabetes the oancreas
fails to produce, the required ferment or intErnal secretion
necessary for heal th. Williamson in 189.4. suggested the 1mplantat.1on of. l.1ving pancreas. Sandley inl894 suggested that

a fresh •~t.rsact of IBncreas be inJected, thereby hoping to
reolace the needed .pc.crea·tic ferment. Sir E. Sharpley Shafer
1n-:.1a95 suggested that pathologic changes 1n the oancreae, in
the islands may be

res~onsible

of diabetes. (32)

In America (}pie in 1900 elaborated the tdea that diabetes
was a disease due to the degeneration of the islands of lang-

er hans am that these ·islands had an internal secretion, that
alteration of form and function in these structures resulted
1n diabetes, and t.:tat the aoini of the pancreas were not

envoived• {38)
Zuelzer, Dohrn, and Marxer (1906-1908) prepared an eJt...
trac·t from expressed juice of the pancreas, treating it with
alcohol and

desolvi~g

the residue in salt solution or water •

They note<i the .favorable

~ff eats

or this extra.or on the hyper-

glycemia or depanoreatized dogs and also on the keytonuria
of di abet&a, and treated eight oases of human diabetes and
four cqses of keytosis with favorable results. The d.1ff1cul ty w1 th their

T

oduot was its 1mour1
ty which af'ter 1nJec.,

t1on produced shivering, chills, and fever. Says Macleod
in whose laboratories insulin was discovered, "There can be
no doubt ~at Zuelze~ in 1908 came vEry near to discovering
the substance we now,call 1nsul1n.(32)
Seobelowand Sch~lze working 1ndependantly in 1902 found
i

that a-fter l.1gatio>,Qf the excretory ducts of the ra ncreas,
I

ac1nous tissue grad~·lly undergoes atrophy, while the islands
I
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remain intact. Their experiments also showed tha.t

wit~ldttag

the intElr'nal secretion from the intestine.did not produce
gluaosuria. He further proposed that if an extract of the
islands obtaine:d from a new born calf could be isolated such
organotherapy might be effective in the treatment of diabetes.
( 43), (46)

Diam-are and Kubabo in' 1904 claimed the ore-sence of a
glypolyt1c ferment in the 1 eolated islands of Langerlians of
fishes. But as Allen says, the claims were over thrown by
Rennie and then withdrawn by Diamare._(14), (4}
llessalg1a:;:.in Italy in 1912 experimentally oroved old facts
about the JUlcreas and tried therapy with a pancreatic extract. (6)
Thus we see t-ha.t some of the greatest minds in Europe
h.i wrestled with the problem of diabetes, and, although
the goal was all but reached, yet it r•a1ned for tle young
free ·blood of the Americas to grasp the final answer• The
work of Opie in 1900 has all ready been mentioned. Allen 1n
191'3, aft_. surveying tte entire field of diabetes ,nd glu.;.
cosur1a, in his monogrsuh, defined diabetes mell1tus as,
"tl'B condition resulting from the reduction ot oanoreaticamboceotor below the requirement a for normal

11eta.bolis111~ ~

(4)
Banting: Th& underlying hypothesis under.lying the experimental. work of Banting waa. according to his own writings·
formulated in November, 1920, after reading a report on
Barron's work on the relations of the island• of' Langerhans
to diabetes. (32)
Banting' s work bege:n in November, .1920, in the aboratory
of Professor Macleod, university of Toronto, Canada. Assist-
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1ng him·was .a student in Medicine., Best, and Collip, a bio ..

chemist. By Kay. 1922, the importance and poss1b111t1ea of
his - extract Ieelet1n. now known .as insulin,
seemed very de...
.
finite. 011n1cal aPJlication of the uae of insulin was made
by. Cambell and

Fletcher in the clinic of· Graham,. Toronto .

Gtm-eralHo.-pital.(9). Thus it was that insulin oame into be-

ing.
Sir Wil1.1am Gull (1816-1890) one of Englands great ohys1oian~,

-physician to the Queen, is said to have been and ex-

traordinary msn/ It is said of him that he attracted many
pupil• anl yet repelled many colleagues by his majeater!.al
Danner and t.emper. T.o .a certain extent it nay be imagined. that
he reflected the temperament

or

his day., when by his intol ...

arant approach he said of Pavy,"What sin has Pavy committed,
or his father& before
.

spend his

l~fe

~im,

that he should be condemned to

.

seeking a cure

ror

an incurable disease"?

In the lig'tt of what has happened 4nce the time of Sir William
Gull 1t.··now ap'!)eai'S that if there is anything in the history

of diabetes· whlcm ought 'to be a source

or

deeo· ·satisfaction

to Banting, Best'- Clo111n; 'and Macleod, it ehould by tlh1squotatfon from Gull. Insul1n--Banting is the answer to Sir
William Gull and to all of his kind .who by some gross mistake ·

find their way into med1o1ne. And the remedy, insulin, whether

tor treatment or cure of. an incura.b.le disease,

lJl1l y

well s•rv•

as an 'ebject lesson to "11 present am future workers in medicine. U;))
B!ll ting .. a

young physician. demonstrator of physiology

at Western University. London, Ontario was hither to· unknown
in

tht?

field of. science. He had rec·ently re-turned from the

great war to his former work, and set out to f 1nd a remedy
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for diabetes. Almost with one master stroltehe touched the
hidden spring which opened the dofi)r of discovery. Within a
year the remedy which he deliberately sought was discovered.
(6)
In these days when the world 18 in the shade of war clouds
oome s tm thought that some .scientists invent agents to destroy

51

d others t·o oreserve human life. It is 1,910 years

from the time of tJelsus, when he fir st ore scribed :f'<r a dia...
betic patient to the time o:f' Bm ting's discovery. Tm sum of
human knowledge is built but slowly by tm adding of human
minds. Each man his tiny bit.of intellectual energy adds to
the problem till at lb.st the shell of ignorance is

blown

apart and a new concept is born.
Hov ever wondEI' ful isnulin iSJ and however grateful both

-patient smd doctor are for having it, insulin alone 1s not
suff iaient. It is but half the buffer with which the ravagae
of the diseaee may be stayed. The natient' s di et must be correct .. Without r.>rooer diet insulin may bec-ome a use-less and
even a harmful drug •. Joslin, more than any other of the really great A.DB rican teachers has shown over and over agiin, to

oomplete satisf a.ction that. everyone from the age of twelve
upwards can learn the simple aritbmatic neoes.eary _for the
calculation of a diabetic diet. He has also ab.an the way
lai~y

advising

d1agnos1~

and pro-

of educating the public by wr1tlng tor the
them 1n all phases of tm disease from

hylaxis to tr&atment an! pre~ention of the common oomplioa1

tions of

t~

dieea-ee. (27)

NOR the 'Orob1em 1 s eolv~; the answer is known m d the
i

way clear for grest allev1atilon of human suffering. It r•-

Dl!l.ine, however, a question tC? be answered as to how well
.

'

«

. .;/
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the knowledge gained will be used for its ruti)Oh. This purpose whi'eh is so often thwarted by human grMcl., Jelfishness,
and human· thoughtlttssnese.
In med1e1ne we are forever gazing t·oward

~-

horizon.

It 1s inevitable that the acceptd ideas of :one day should be
replaced by the diacoTC' ies or ·the toll owing day. History
teaches mn one lesson well, and that ia, that man and hls
efforts are eve' in transit.• Km.. 1n hi.a turn teaches history
that •1 thin himself there is a pr.ooreant urge by which to-

marrow must be ma4e· better than today. (6)
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